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Re-submission of manuscript to BMC Public Health

Thank you for your recent correspondence and for your notification of acceptance of our manuscript entitled “A minimum price per unit of alcohol: A focus group study to investigate public opinion concerning UK government proposals to introduce of new price controls to curb alcohol consumption” for publication in *BMC Public Health*. Please find attached our final revised version of the manuscript, which is co-authored with Drs. Adam Lonsdale and Sarah Hardcastle.

We have made brief additions to the manuscript in accordance with your comment for a discretionary change to highlight the total sample size as a strength of the research. This is an excellent suggestion, and we have added comments in the Abstract, at the beginning of the Methods section (page 9, paragraph 2), and in the Conclusion section (page 33, paragraph 2) to emphasise the sample size as a strength of the study.

We declare we have no competing interests and that the manuscript has not been submitted for publication or published in its current form elsewhere.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Martin Hagger, PhD
Professor of Psychology